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TAXON 39(2): 242. MAY 1990 

ANYONE FOR HITTITE? 

Alfred Traverse' 

The compulsory Latin description or diagnosis for publication of names of plants was dropped by 
paleobotanists long ago. Their original idea was surely to avoid writing Latin diagnoses, since they 
did not as a rule possess even the rudimentary Latin skills of neobotanical systematists. The result, 
however, has been to validate publication of names for fossil plants with descriptions/diagnoses in 
any language whatsoever. This can cause problems. In theory at least there could even be some perfectly 
valid description out there written in an obscure language that can be read only by a few people in 
countries outside of the land of origin. 

Therefore, I was co-author of a proposal (McNeill et al., 1986) presented at the Berlin Congress in 
1987, calling for English as an alternative to Latin in descriptions/diagnoses, but for entirely different 
reasons from those cited by my co-author neobotanists. Using English for description/diagnosis by 
all botanists would bring paleobotany into line with botany generally, a goal I have always viewed as 
desirable. It would also eliminate the present chaotic situation in which descriptions for fossil plants 
can be validly published in any language. Much less satisfactory, and even less likely to be accepted 
by neobotanists, would be publication of descriptions/diagnoses only in languages written with the 
Latin alphabet. This at least would have symmetry, as the names themselves must be printed with 
that alphabet. Presumably most botanists, armed with the appropriate dictionaries, would be able to 
decipher most descriptions so written. However, this is much less satisfactory than using English as 
an alternative to Latin. Allowing English is so sensible that one wonders why there is any further 
delay in making the change. At congresses where the matter has come up I have heard all the usual 
pro-Latin arguments. One of the most frequent is that English would give an advantage to anglophones, 
whereas Latin disadvantages everybody, and therefore is more "fair." Thank God that the airport 
control towers of the world, for which English is universally the lingua franca, do not want to dis- 
advantage all pilots equally by using Hittite. 
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